A. How does PROB not use pseudo-labeling?

In this section, we aim to clarify how and why PROB does not require pseudo-labeling to supervise unknown object detection during training. The need for pseudo-labeling stems from the datasets themselves, which are not densely labeled (i.e., not all the objects in an image are labeled). Consequently, it becomes difficult to differentiate between unknown objects and background as a proposal that does not overlap with any ground-truth object may still contain an unlabeled (or labeled unknown) object. To address this lack of supervision between unknowns and background proposals, existing methods, such as OW-DETR [9], use pseudo-labeling, where a certain number of unmatched object proposals are labeled as ‘unknown’ using different heuristics (e.g., high backbone activation) during training and are then used to supervise the classification head.

In this work, we propose to tackle this lack of supervision differently. Rather than directly needing to generate supervision between background and unknown objects, we aim to separate this single unsupervised problem into two supervised ones:

1. Objectness detection
2. Object Detection/OOD classification

Specifically, with the embeddings class prediction, we would like to perform object and then object class prediction. For class-agnostic object detection $p(o|q)$, we introduced our probabilistic objectness head, which aims to classify if a particular query embedding represents an object or background. Meanwhile, for object class predictions, we use the traditional D-DETR classification head (see eq. 1). The classification head, $f_{cls}(q)$, therefore, operates under the assumption that all the queries are objects, and leaves the task of separating objects and background to the objectness head.

A.1. Training

Training for objectness detection is not trivial as the dataset is not densely labeled. When training a simple classifier on all object classes, the classifier will still learn to classify unlabeled objects as background [12, 26]. We, therefore, employ our probabilistic approach which can leverage only positive supervision (i.e., applying the loss only on known objects, or matched query embeddings) without causing it to classify all proposals as objects.

A.2. Inference

During inference, unlike other methods, PROB uses the objectness head to ‘filter out’ queries that represent background, so the classification head needs only to classify whether an object (not proposal) is a known object class.
or not (see Fig. 6, left). Given a query that represents only background, the objectness head should predict a very low probability of it being an object (i.e., \( f_{\text{obj}}(q) \approx 0 \)) and suppresses the prediction of any objects. Conversely, if the query contains an object, then the objectness prediction should be high (i.e., \( f_{\text{obj}}(q) \approx 1 \)), and the task of classifying the query into any of the known objects or an unknown object is left to the classification head. This is why we can take all unmatched queries as ‘unknown objects’ during training - as at inference, all background proposals will be suppressed. The revised inference scheme can be conceptualized as a two-step process, where first the objectness head filters out background proposals, and only then the classification head classifies the embeddings into one of the known classes or an unknown object (see Fig. 6, left). Meanwhile, at inference, other methods directly classify each query embedding into either one of the known classes, unknown, or background (see Fig. 6, right).

B. Additional Quantitative Results

B.1. Objectness Temperature Variation

In Sec. 4.1, eq. 3, we introduced the proposed objectness prediction. However, there is an additional hyperparameter, specifically ‘objectness temperature’, which can be varied (see Sec. D). Objectness temperature does not affect training and can be varied at test time if needed. It controls the degree of confidence in objectness prediction, with higher objectness temperature resulting in less confident objectness predictions. In all of the reported experiments, the objectness temperature was set to 1.3. To investigate its effect on model inference, we evaluated the model at different objectness temperatures (see Fig. 5). Fig. 5 shows that U-Recall and known mAP have optimum points; however, the two do not necessarily coincide, as can be seen in Task 2. Meanwhile, there is a definite trade-off between the models’ unknown-known object confusion (as quantified by WI and A-OSE) and U-Recall and mAP. A-OSE gets as low as 1300 in Task 1 and 500 in Task 2 (excluding the drop-off at \( \tau = -2 \)), with the known mAP remaining reasonably high at 55.8 (dropping from 59.5) and 40.7 (dropping from 44.0). The same can be said of wilderness impact (WI). It is worth noting that, for the methods that have lower A-OSE and WI in Tab. 4, there exists an objectness temperature where PROB outperforms them in terms of known mAP (previous, current, and both), U-Recall, WI, and A-OSE.

B.2. Evaluation using WI and A-OSE Metrics

In Sec. 5.1, we referred to additional metrics that quantify unknown-known object confusion. Tab. 4 shows a comparison of the different open-world object detection (OWOD) methods on the M-OWODB dataset [11] in terms of unknown recall (U-Recall), wilderness impact (WI), and absolute open-set error (A-OSE). U-Recall measures the models’ ability to detect unknown objects and indicates the degree of unknown objects that are detected by an OWOD method. Meanwhile, WI and A-OSE measure a model’s confusion in predicting an unknown instance as a known class. Specifically, WI measures the effect the unknown detections have on the model’s precision. WI is problematic as U-Recall grows, the unknown object precision becomes more dominant, causing WI to increase - even if the models have the same unknown object precision. Therefore, the WI will typically increase with U-Recall. Meanwhile, A-OSE measures the total number of unknown instances detected as one of the known classes and is less affected by U-Recall.

When examining Tab. 4, it becomes apparent that PROB outperforms all other OWOD methods in terms of U-Recall.
while having lower (or similar) A-OSE. While the A-OSE reduction in Tab. 4 is not very large, reducing the objectness temperature (see Sec. B.1) results in a much lower A-OSE. For example, for Task 2, at an objectness temperature of 0.5, PROB’s OWOD performance can be seen in Tab. 4. Specifically, A-OSE drops to 562, with only marginal degradation of the known mAP, as can be seen in Fig. 5. WI additionally reduces by almost 50% to 0.0133. This shows that PROB can be easily tuned towards either better unknown or known precision simply by varying the objectness temperature.

## B.3. Additional Ablations

In this section, we present an additional ablation study of PROB where we examine the effect of varying numbers of queries on PROB’s performance. We report results on M-OWODB split [11] and evaluation metrics, as described in Section 5.2. Specifically, we vary the number of queries to 50, 75, and 100, while keeping all other settings the same as the default configuration.

Tab. 5 summarizes our findings. As expected, decreasing the number of queries results in a slight drop in U-Recall, as the model has access to fewer query embeddings to detect unknown objects. However, we observe that the effect on known mAP is negligible. For instance, in Task 1, using only 50 queries results in a drop of 21% in U-Recall while the known mAP is almost identical to the default setting. Similarly, using 75 queries results in a drop of 8.2% in U-Recall at 75, with no noticeable effect on known mAP. These results demonstrate the robustness of PROB to the number of queries used.

### B.4. Incremental Learning

In Sec. 5.3, we reported PROB’s incremental learning capabilities. For completeness, we add the per-class AP of the incremental learning experiments reported in Tab. 3 in Tab. 6. As discussed in Sec. 4.2, OWOD methods rely on exemplar replay for mitigating catastrophic forgetting. First introduced by Prabhu et al. [23], exemplar replay adds an additional fine-tuning stage on a balanced set of exemplars after every training step and was shown to be extremely effective. Nonetheless, PROB’s active selection of high/low objectness scoring exemplars further improved both unknown and known object detection performance, as shown in our ablations (see Tab. 2). Interestingly, the known object performance seems to grow over time (with a delta of 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 in Tasks 2, 3, and 4, respectively), further motivating the utility of PROB’s active exemplar selection.

### B.5. Open Set

While not the focus of our work, we also include the open-set detection results. The open-set detection task evaluates whether known object mAP degrades in an open dataset. This is done by evaluating the model on a ‘closed’ (contains only known objects) and ‘open’ (compose 50/50...
The comparison is shown in terms of per-class AP and overall mAP. The 10 and 1 class(es) in gray background are introduced to a detector trained on the remaining 10, 15 and 19 classes, respectively. PROB achieves favorable performance in comparison to existing OWOD approaches in all three settings. See Sec. 8.4 for additional details.

### C. Additional Qualitative Results

In Sec. 5.1, we noted that PROB has favorable qualitative performance on the M-OWODB. Specifically, PROB consistently detects unknown objects across Tasks, and learns them properly when the objects are incrementally learned. For example, in Fig. 7, left, PROB detects both frisbees in Task 1 and 2 as ‘unknown objects’ and in Task 3, after frisbees are added as a known class, as frisbees. Meanwhile, OW-DETR detected only one frisbee in Task 1, none in Task 2, and both as frisbees in Task 3. In Fig. 7, right, PROB detected both toilets and the sink as ‘unknown’

#### Unknown Object Confidence and Forgetting.

PROB detects unknown objects more confidently and does not forget the unknown objects in later tasks. For example, in Fig. 9, most of the unknown object detections of OW-DETR have less than 10% confidence. Unlike OW-DETR’s unknown detection performance, which seems to degrade/fluctuate over time, PROB’s unknown object detection seems to improve. For example, in Fig. 9, left, PROB consistently detected the four unknown objects in the image, with little the bounding box localization and confidence variation across tasks, while OW-DETR’s bound box localization, confidence, and final predictions seem erratic, with it not detecting any unknown objects in Task 3. In Fig. 9, right, there is another example of OW-DETR catastrophically forgetting all unknown objects. Here, OW-DETR detected the remote, book, and trash can in Tasks 1 and 2, but forgot all of them in Task 3, unlike PROB.
PROB appears to have favorable OWOD performance, detecting unknowns and incrementally learning them, while OW-DETR does not. For example, in the right column, PROB detected both toilets across all tasks and also detected the sink in Task 1 before learning it in Task 2, while OW-DETR did not. When OW-DETR did detect an unknown object, it tended to have very low confidence (~10%), while PROB had confidence on par with that of the known objects, showing that PROB had more balanced unknown-known predictions. OW-DETR additionally ‘forgot’ the bottle in Task 2.

**Unknown Object Detection Consistency.** Qualitatively PROB tends to detect unknown objects more consistently, both across tasks (Fig. 10 (a)) and across unknown object instances (Fig. 10 (b)). In Fig. 10 (a), you can see that PROB consistently detects the same objects across tasks (e.g., laptop and keyboard) while OW-DETR detects a different unknown object in every Task. In Fig. 10 (b), you can see that PROB tends to detect all the unknown objects of the same class (e.g., zebras, giraffes, and kites), while OW-DETR seems to miss obvious instances of the same object class. For example, in Fig. 10 (b), top, OW-DETR misses the zebra in the foreground, seemingly only detecting the zebras more in the background. This shows the relatively poor performance of OW-DETR in detecting unknown objects, as it doesn’t seem to generalize unknown objects across the same class. This puts into question what object features OW-DETR extracts to make its predictions, as they do not seem robust, unlike PROB which seems to do this quite well.

**t-SNE Visualization of Query Embeddings.** Fig. 8 shows the t-SNE visualization of the query embeddings, colored by ground-truth labeling and predicted objectness. The visualization demonstrates a clear separation between objects and background. While there are some unlabeled
Figure 9. **Unknown object catastrophic forgetting.** PROB does not catastrophically forget unknown objects, while OW-DETR does. For example, OW-DETR catastrophically forgot all previously detected unknown objects when learning for Task 3, while PROB did not. After learning for Task 3, OW-DETR no longer detects the bowls (which it previously detected) while PROB continued to detect them.

Figure 10. **Unknown object detection consistency on M-OWODB.** (a) depicts the predictions of PROB and OW-DETR on the same image across different tasks. PROB consistently detects the same unknown objects as such, while OW-DETR does not. (b) examples of PROB and OW-DETR predictions. Even in the same image, OW-DETR does not detect obvious examples of unknown objects (e.g., foreground zebra in the top image), while PROB consistently detects unknown objects from the same class.
points in the object area, it is possible that they represent unknown or unlabeled objects that were not annotated in the ground truth. Meanwhile, no instances of labeled objects can be found in the ‘background’ region of the embeddings.

D. Additional Implementation Details

We found that assuming that the channels are iid distributed did not result in a change in performance while reducing training time and improving model stability, i.e.,

$$\Sigma = \mathbf{I} \cdot \sigma.$$  

This iid assumption makes inverting \( \Sigma \) trivial and easily computed during training with little effect on training time. When training with an unrestricted \( \Sigma \), heavy regularization of the matrix inversion calculation of the covariance, required for stable training, causes it to become diagonal. For objectness prediction (inference/evaluation only), we added an objectness temperature hyperparameter, \( \tau \),

$$f_{\text{obj}}(q) = \exp \left( -\tau \cdot d_M(q)^2 \right),$$

which was set to 1.3 in all of our experiments (\( \tau = 1.3 \)), based on our temperature sweep experiments (see Sec. B.1). PROB is then trained end-to-end with the joint loss:

$$\mathcal{L} = \mathcal{L}_c + \mathcal{L}_b + \alpha \mathcal{L}_o,$$

with four Nvidia A100 40GB GPUs, with a batch size of 5. The learning rate was taken to be \( 2 \times 10^{-3} \), \( \beta_1 = 0.9 \), \( \beta_2 = 0.909 \), weight decay of \( 10^{-4} \), and a learning rate drop after 35 epochs by a factor of 10. For finetuning during the incremental learning step, the learning rate is reduced by a factor of 10. All other hyperparameters were taken as reported in OW-DETR [9].

E. Limitations and Social Impacts

While the OWOD field has been rapidly progressing, much improvement is required to reach the more nuanced aspects of the OWOD objective. As known and unknown object detection rely on different forms of supervision, their predictions are imbalanced with respect to the relation of prediction score and confidence. Exploration of energy-based models [8] could be a solution to this problem while enabling better separation of known and unknown object classes in the embedded feature space. Additional work is still needed in better benchmark design. Current benchmarks expose an entire dataset of novel objects per task. As unknown object recall improves, OWOD algorithms should begin attempting to only discover unknown objects detected by the model. This essentially adds an additional active learning stage between incremental learning steps.

Open-world learning bridges the gap between benchmarks and the real world. In doing so, OWOD algorithms will encounter situations with social impact. To detect new objects, OWOD rely on unknown object detection, which may be biased given the initial training dataset. Future research should not only look at unknown object detection capabilities but also its possible biases. To do so, it would be useful to break down unknown object detection capabilities into the relevant subclasses. Future models should integrate ‘forgetting’ capabilities that can be applied to particular object classes out of legal and/or privacy concerns. Finally, saving actual images as exemplars may also constitute privacy violations in the open world. As OWOD methods are deployed in the real world, images selected as exemplars will inevitably contain not only the known but also other unknown object classes. These images will be stored as part of the algorithm’s lifetime and may contain private or sensitive information. Future work should work on either replacing or censoring selected exemplars to avoid such situations.
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